
Airless Tube 30 ml
Suggested retail price in France: 29€

Golden Glow
A radiant complexion 365 days a year? 

Your skin can have sun both ways!

SAMPAR introduces Golden Glow, a moisturizing cream with a double sunkissed effect… 
Instant & progressive sun glow without self-tanner!



A double sunkissed effect your skin:

Golden Glow is a tinted moisturizing cream that instantly warms the skin tone and reveals a 
natural glow day after day without self-tanner… All year long! 

Its powerful formula preserves sun’s resistance capital, strengthens the skin’s self-defense 
against photo-aging UV rays, maintains a 24-hour hydration*, prepares, enhances and prolongs tan.

 

Immediately: 
Complexion is glowing like sunkissed!

Day after day: 
skin’s own melanin is gradually stimulated with up to 32% increase**; 

skin reveals a natural sunkissed effect.

The extra seduction touch: 
‘Golden Glow’ uses reflective pigments to capture light for the most irresistible 

golden-bronze smooth finish! 

Result:
 Complexion is illuminated, skin is fresh and looks naturally healthy anytime of the year! 

No more orange palms, no more sunburn and no more summer blues!

Other reasons to be dazzled: 

A lightweight, smooth and non-oily texture suitable to all skin types and all skin tones.

Available in an airless bottle that guarantees the cream’s formulaic integrity and conservation for 
it entire lifespan! 

*Of skin’s upper layers
**Result of an ex vivo test performed on the product 3 Day Weekend containing the same concentration of boosters of melanin actives after 14 days.

Beauty cannot wait



An exceptional formula that…

Illuminates the complexion, warms skin tone for a stunning natural result produced by ‘goldescent’ 
minerals, concentrated in bright reflectors.

Naturally boosts melanin synthesis thanks to pro-melanotrope peptides and cimicifuga 
racemosa, native American medicinal root.

Reinforces the skin’s natural defenses against destructive UV’S and thus prevents the harmful 
effects of the sun and photo-aging thanks to SSP (Smart Sun Prevention), a SAMPAR innovation, 
genuine protective cellular DNA shield.

Repairs and reinforces the skin’s hydrolipidic film thanks to hydrocomplex, which triggers 
skin’s ability to build and maintain moisture into the skin.

Reactivates the vital functions of the skin thanks to Urban Advance complex, the metabolic 
skin trigger.

Best way to use:

Apply in the morning on cleansed face, neck and upper chest. Use alone or after your regular 
moisturizer. Excellent makeup base and/or highlighter.

Note: Golden Glow is not a self-tanner.
The intensity of natural tan obtained after one week of using Golden Glow depends greatly on 
your skin phototype and its natural ability to produce melanin.

Beauty cannot wait Beauty cannot wait


